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About This Game

Every game is different from the potions available in chests to the orientation of levels and bosses. Chest and enemy spawn
points and quantities are randomized for every level as well.

Rogue Party brings the anticipation of random dungeon crawling to the next level with a highly interactive multiplayer
experience. Work together by using potions on one another, exploiting enemy weaknesses and building your equipment to

complement the team.

Or go it alone, taking on the Dungeon of Doom all by yourself.

"Drop in, Drop Out" multiplayer features mean that your friends can join at any time during the first level of the game and, if
anyone quits, the adventure can continue unaffected.

Every door could lead to a mundane hallway, epic room full of loot or a soul crushing boss.
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Another great game of the "Blocked and Loaded" series perfectly executed. Awaiting next masterpiece from the creators soon
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Patch - 4th October 2017:

List of changes:. Tracks - The Toy Tracks Train Set Game New Update Now Live! Emergency services, Key rebinding and
lots of fixes!:

  New controls menu and Key rebinding. Winter (Update) Is Coming... 15th December:
Hi everyone!

We have a new update which will launch on the 15th December at 9:00AM PST. This is the Winter update and will include a
variety of new objects as well as some other features and bug fixes. We're going to go into much more detail with a pretty
lengthy post tomorrow. But we have a brand new trailer for you to check out right now.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LgLATWn2Sm4

The Soundtrack to Tracks will also be out at the exact same time as the update. If you want to listen to the gentle piano pieces
while not playing the game. Check out the page here:

http://store.steampowered.com/app/760180/SoundTracks_The_Train_Set_Game/

. Launch Week - Thank You Everyone! New Items Coming Soon:
Hello Everyone,

Thank you for such a great launch week. We've read every comment, every review and have been checking out the screenshots
that you've been sharing. We're pleased that the game has such an overwhelming response in its first week and must thank every
single one of you for your support. It's been awesome!

We're a little over 24 hours away from the launch week discount ending, so if you haven't picked it up, you've got just a little
over 24 hours to nab the extra 10% discount.

We're still working on new content for the game and we've got a couple of teasers for you

Imminent patch. Winter Update Is Live! New Train, Environment, Objects, Scenery controls, Cargo Carriage:
Hello Everyone.

The winter update is here! Queue the fireworks!

Some of you may realize that the silhouette of the train is a little different. Good eye! This new train is part of our largest and
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first seasonal update to Tracks: The Train Set Game. We've also got a new environment, new objects, some lighting and fog
customization and some bug fixes.

You can check out a new trailer for the Winter update right here!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LgLATWn2Sm4

A detailed change log will be at the bottom of this announcement. But let's go through the major additions and changes one by
one.

The Gingerbread Train. Patch - 1st October 2017:
Firstly, thank you to everyone who has already been enjoying the game and those who are making posts in the forum, the
response has been amazing. I keep a note of every bug/suggestion and I'll work hard over the next few weeks and months to
improve everything to the best of my ability.

List of changes:
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